We report secondary eclipse photometry of the hot Jupiter XO-3b in the 4.5 µm band taken with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) on the Spitzer Space Telescope. We measure individual eclipse depths and center of eclipse times for a total of twelve secondary eclipses. We fit these data simultaneously with two transits observed in the same band in order to obtain a global best-fit secondary eclipse depth of 0.1580 ± 0.0036% and a center of eclipse phase of 0.67004 ± 0.00013. We assess the relative magnitude of variations in the dayside brightness of the planet by measuring the size of the residuals during ingress and egress from fitting the combined eclipse light curve with a uniform disk model and place an upper limit of 0.05%. The new secondary eclipse observations extend the total baseline from one and a half years to nearly three years, allowing us to place an upper limit on the periastron precession rate of 2.9 × 10 −3 degrees/day -the tightest constraint to date on the periastron precession rate of a hot Jupiter. We use the new transit observations to calculate improved estimates for the system properties, including an updated orbital ephemeris. We also use the large number of secondary eclipses to obtain the most stringent limits to date on the orbit-to-orbit variability of an eccentric hot Jupiter and demonstrate the consistency of multiple-epoch Spitzer observations.
INTRODUCTION
The study of exoplanets has matured greatly in the past decade. The Kepler survey has enriched the body of known exoplanets with thousands of newly discovered objects (Petigura et al. 2013) . Meanwhile, the improved capabilities of both space-and ground-based telescopes have enabled the collection of high-precision photometry for the brightest of these planets. The majority of the observations carried out to date have focused on the class of gas giant planets known as hot Jupiters, which typically have orbital periods of a few days and atmospheric temperatures ranging between 1000 and 3000 K. These planets are some of the most favorable targets for detailed study, as they have relatively frequent and deep eclipses (e.g., Winn et al. 2008) .
By observing the secondary eclipse, which occurs when the planet passes behind its host star, we can deduce the shape of the planet's infrared emission spectrum and thereby study the properties of its dayside atmosphere (e.g., Charbonneau et al. 2005; Deming et al. 2005) . The strong thermal emission of hot Jupiters makes them ideal targets for this type of analysis, and measurements of the secondary eclipse in multiple wavelength bands are commonly used to construct low-resolution emission spectra at infrared wavelengths (e.g., . By comparing these observations with theoretical atmospheric models, we can constrain the planet's atmospheric pressure-temperature profile, chemistry, albedo, and global circulation patterns (see Madhusudhan et al. 2014 for a recent review). Infrared secondary eclipses have been measured for more than fifty exoplanets to date, of which the majority were obtained using the Spitzer Space Telescope (e.g., Knutson et al. 2010; Hansen et al. 2014) . Although the telescope's cryogen was exhausted in 2009, Spitzer 's Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) continues to operate in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands.
Hot Jupiters on eccentric orbits are of particular interest for atmospheric studies. In contrast to hot Jupiters that lie on circular orbits and are therefore likely tidallylocked, these eccentric bodies experience diurnal forcing due to their nonsynchronous rotation as well as significant variations in the incident stellar flux throughout an orbit, leading to time-variable atmospheric forcing (Langton and Laughlin 2008; Iro and Deming 2010; Cowan and Agol 2011; Visscher 2012; Kataria et al. 2013) . The response of the planet's atmosphere reflects a balance between the time-varying stellar irradiation, the gravity wave propagation timescale, and the radiative time scale (e.g., Perez-Becker and Showman 2013).
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These mechanisms can lead to thermal gradients in the planet's atmosphere, as well as temporal variations in those gradients. Unlike the circular case, phase curve observations of eccentric exoplanets cannot uniquely distinguish between flux variations due to the planet's rotation and variations due to the changing irradiation experienced by the planet. Observations of the secondary eclipse ingress and egress break this degeneracy by providing a near-instantaneous picture of the planet's dayside temperature distribution. Specifically, the apparent offset of the center of eclipse phase due to a zonallyadvected hot spot (Williams et al. 2006; Agol et al. 2010) , along with deviations in the eclipse light curve morphology from a uniform disk model during ingress and egress (Rauscher et al. 2007; de Wit et al. 2012; Majeau et al. 2012) , can be used to construct a two-dimensional map of the planet's dayside brightness distribution and constrain important properties of the atmosphere. The only successful secondary eclipse mapping observation to date is of the circular hot Jupiter HD 189733b and was carried out independently by de Wit et al. (2012) and Majeau et al. (2012) using the 8 µm band on Spitzer.
Recent general circulation models for eccentric hot Jupiters have shown that while the dayside atmospheric brightness of these planets may exhibit some spatial and temporal variability (Langton and Laughlin 2008) , the phase curves of these planets should be relatively constant from one orbit to the next (Showman et al. 2009 ; Lewis et al. 2010; Cowan and Agol 2011; Kataria et al. 2013; Heng and Showman 2014) . The presence or absence of long-term variability has important implications for atmospheric studies of these planets. It is common practice to combine data at different wavelengths from separate epochs years apart and assume that these data offer a consistent picture of the dayside emission spectrum. By comparing many individual secondary eclipse observations over a long time baseline, we can directly constrain the magnitude of orbit-to-orbit variations in the planet's atmospheric circulation.
In this paper, we analyze twelve secondary eclipse and two transit observations of the eccentric hot Jupiter XO3b obtained in Spitzer 's 4.5 µm micron band. This planet has a mass of M p = 11.67±0.46 M Jup Hirano et al. 2011 ) and orbits its host star (spectral type F5V, R * = 1.377 ± 0.083R , T * = 6759 ± 79 K, and log g = 4.24 ± 0.03; Winn et al. 2008; Torres et al. 2012 ) with a period of 3.19 days and an orbital semimajor axis of a = 0.045 AU (Winn et al. 2008) . With an orbital eccentricity of e = 0.2833±0.0034 , the stellar flux received by this planet varies by a factor of 3.2 between periapse and apoapse. Machalek et al. (2010) reported secondary eclipse depths for this planet in the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 micron Spitzer bands, but these data were taken in stellar mode and as a result have a lower cadence and precision than the nowstandard staring mode observations. Here, we present twelve additional secondary eclipse and two transit observations with a total baseline of almost three years.
The paper is organized as follows: The observations and methodology for extracting photometry are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the best-fit eclipse parameters for individual secondary eclipse and transit observations as well as the combined eclipse light curve. We then use our results to obtain an updated orbital ephemeris and discuss the implications of our results for the planet's atmospheric dynamics in Section 4.
OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOMETRY
A total of thirteen secondary eclipse and two transit observations of XO-3b were carried out using the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) on the Spitzer Space Telescope in the 4.5 µm channel. For all observations, we utilized the IRAC subarray mode, which produced 32 × 32 pixel (39 ×39 ) images with 2.0 s integration times. The observations include ten individual secondary eclipse observations, each of which contains 14912 images over 8.4 hr; additionally, two secondary eclipses and one transit are contained within a full-orbit observation, which was obtained on UT 2013 May 5-8 and has a total duration of 86.7 hr, corresponding to 153600 images (PID: 90032). The long duration of observation and limited on-board memory necessitated multiple breaks for downlinks. One of these downlinks occurred during the second of the two secondary eclipses in the full-orbit observation, which led to difficulties during our analysis. Therefore, this eclipse observation is omitted from the analysis presented here. For the other secondary eclipse and transit contained in this full-orbit observation, we extracted 14912 images from the full-orbit observation spanning the duration of each event to use in our analysis. This number was chosen to match the lengths of the other ten individual eclipse observations; we obtain consistent results when including more or fewer images. The remaining secondary eclipse and transit are contained within a 66 hr observation obtained on UT 2012 April 5-8 (PID: 60058); as with the full-orbit observation, we extracted 14912 images spanning the secondary eclipse and transit for use in our analysis. In Table 1 , we list the start times of the twelve secondary eclipse and two transit observations that are included in our analysis.
Data from previous observations using the IRAC instrument displayed a short-duration, ramp-like behavior at the start of each observation likely due to the settling of the telescope at a new pointing position (e.g., Knutson et al. 2012) . To address this, each individual eclipse observation was preceded by a ∼30 minute "peak up" observation, which allows the telescope pointing to stabilize before making a final position adjustment to place the star in the middle of the central pixel in the subarray. We exclude these initial peak-up observations from our subsequent analysis. We find that our post-peak-up light curves do not display any obvious ramp-like behavior. Nevertheless, we experimented with trimming the first 10 or 30 minutes of data before fitting to our model eclipse light curve and obtained consistent results with no significant improvement in the residual scatter. In the analysis presented here, we utilize the full eclipse observations.
We extract photometry using methods similar to those used in previous secondary eclipse analyses (e.g., Todorov et al. 2013; O'Rourke et al. 2014) . The basic calibrated data (BCD) files are dark-subtracted, flat-fielded, linearized, and flux-calibrated using version S19.1.0 of the IRAC pipeline. The exported data from a secondary eclipse or transit observation comprise a set of 233 FITS files, each with 64 images and a UTC-based Barycentric Julian Date (BJD UTC ) time stamp designating the start of the first image. The mid-exposure time stamp (Eastman et al. 2010) . The continuous BJD TT standard is preferred because leap seconds are occasionally added to the BJD UTC standard. To estimate the sky background, we create a histogram of all pixel values in each image and fit a Gaussian function. We avoid contamination from the wings of the star's point-spread function (PSF) by excluding pixels within a radius of 15 pixels from the center of the image, as well as the 13th-16th rows and the 14th and 15th columns, where the stellar PSF extends close to the edge of the array. In addition, we exclude the top (32nd) row of pixels, since they have values that are consistently lower than those from the rest of the array. Before binning the remaining pixel values and fitting a Gaussian, we iteratively trim outlier values that are more than 3σ from the median value. After subtracting the best-fit sky background from the subarray images, we correct for transient "hot pixels" in each set of 64 images by comparing the intensity of each pixel to its median value. Pixel intensities varying by more than 3σ from the median value are replaced by the median value. The average percentage of pixels replaced across all pixels contained within an eclipse/transit observation is less than 0.35%.
The position of the star in each image is determined using flux-weighted centroiding (see, for example, : Defining a parameter r 0 , we iteratively calculate the flux-weighted centroid within a circular region of radius r 0 pixels centered on the estimated position of the star. We optimize r 0 separately for each data set to minimize the scatter in the residuals from our eventual best-fit light curve (Section 3). For each image, we also estimate the width of the star's PSF by computing the noise pixel parameter (Mighell 2005) , which is defined in Section 2.2.2 of the Spitzer/IRAC instrument handbook as
where I i is the intensity detected in the ith pixel. We define the parameter r 1 as the radius of the circular aperture used to calculate β and optimize the value for each individual eclipse/transit to minimize the scatter in the residual of the best-fit light curve from each individual fit to an eclipse or transit (Section 3.4). We perform aperture photometry to calculate the flux in each image, using either a fixed radius ranging from 2.0 to 5.0 in pixels, or a time-varying radius equal to the square-root of the noise pixel parameter β, with either a constant scaling factor or a constant shift (see for a full discussion of the noise-pixel-based aperture). To determine the optimal choice of aperture photometry for each eclipse or transit, we subtract our best-fit model light curve from each photometric time series and compute the RMS scatter in the resultant residuals, binned in five-minute intervals, and pick the version of the photometry that gives the minimum scatter. The binning is chosen so as to assess scatter in the data over time scales comparable to the duration of ingress and egress (21.8 minutes), which is more likely to affect the results of the light curve fits. We found that for 11 of the 12 secondary eclipses and one of the two transits, choosing the time-varying aperture photometry yielded the smallest residual scatter. The medians of the timevarying radius for the photometric aperture and types of aperture (fixed, scale, or shift) used for all data sets are listed in Table 1 . For the case of time-varying aperture, the scaling factor or number of pixels shifted is also listed.
It is important to note that by choosing the optimal aperture through minimizing the resulting RMS scatter, we may be partially fitting away any deviation during ingress and egress from our eclipse model due to nonuniform dayside brightness. In particular, the pixelmapping method we use to estimate and remove the instrumental noise (Section 3.3) eliminates as much structure as possible from the raw light curve, with no distinction made between astrophysical signals and noise due to intrapixel sensitivity variations. However, there are many flux measurements at a given pixel location before and after ingress and egress, which statistically dominate the pixel map calculation. Moreover, we obtain consistent results using a polynomial noise decorrelation function in the x and y position of the star centroid, a method that is not capable of removing such small-scale structure in the light curve during ingress and egress. Ultimately, our lack of a priori knowledge of the precise center of eclipse time is much more important in potentially fitting away any astrophysical signal during ingress and egress (see Section 4.2).
Before fitting to the model, we iteratively filter out points in our light curves with uncorrected measured fluxes that vary by more than 3σ from the median values in the adjacent 64 frames (i.e., the length of one FITS file) in the time series. Choosing a larger or smaller interval for computing the median values does not significantly affect the number of excised points. For each of the twelve eclipses, the percentage of data points removed is less than 0.5%.
3. DATA ANALYSIS 3.1. Orbital parameters The routines for fitting the secondary eclipse and transit light curves require precise values for the planet's orbital parameters. In particular, we need the planet's orbital period P , inclination i, eccentricity e, scaled semimajor axis a/R * , and pericenter longitude ω, as well as the ratio between the planetary and stellar radii R p /R * . When optimizing our choice of photometric aperture, we take values from Winn et al. (2008) for all orbital parameters except eccentricity and pericenter longitude, for which we take values from (e = 0.2833 and ω = 346.8
• ). In the final version of our fits of individual eclipses and transits, we use the updated values for i, R p /R * , and a/R * in Table 3 computed from our global fit (see Section 3.4).
Secondary eclipse/transit model
We calculate the transit and eclipse light curves using the formalism of Mandel and Agol (2002) and include free parameters for the eclipse/transit depth d and the center of eclipse/transit time t 0 . In addition, we approximate the planet's phase curve in the region of the secondary eclipse or transit as a linear function of time where the slope ("phase constant") is a free parameter in our fits. Because this phase curve slope is absent during the secondary eclipse, we keep the observed flux between second and third contacts constant at (1 − d) and scale the amplitudes of ingress and egress appropriately to match them to the out-of-eclipse phase curve. For fits to individual secondary eclipses we allow the depths and times to vary as free parameters along with the phase constant, while fixing i, a/R * , and R p /R * . In the case of transits, the depth d is equal to the square of the radius of the planet relative to that of the host star, R p /R * , which we allow to vary as a free parameter while keeping i and a/R * fixed. In our global fits, which include both the secondary eclipse and the transit light curves, we allow all of these parameters to vary freely in the fit. The host star XO-3 has an effective temperature T * = 6759 ± 79 K and a specific gravity log g = 4.24 ± 0.03 (Torres et al. 2012) . When fitting to the transit light curves, we use a four-parameter non-linear limb-darkening law (Sing 2010) with parameter values calculated for a star with T * = 6750 K and log g = 4.0 (c 1 = 0.4885, c 2 = −0.7003, c 3 = 0.7724, and c 4 = −0.3102).
Correction for intrapixel sensitivity variations
The fluxes measured within our photometric aperture display a strong correlation with variations in the position of the star on the array. This effect is due to the non-uniform sensitivity of an individual pixel across its area (Charbonneau et al. 2005 ) and must be accounted for when fitting the fluxes with the eclipse/transit model. In our analysis, we correct for this systematic effect in two different ways.
First, we adopt an approach similar to that used in previous studies (e.g., Todorov et al. 2013 ) and include a second order polynomial function of the x and y positions of the star as part of the eclipse fit:
We evaluate the utility of individual terms in this expression using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC):
where k is the number of free parameters in the model (including the parameters in the eclipse model), n is the number of data points, and χ 2 is the standard metric for goodness of fit. Using this metric, we find that the constant and linear terms in the decorrelation function suffice for eclipses 1, 3, 7, and 10. The BIC is minimized by including the x 2 term for eclipses 5 and 12, by including the y 2 term for eclipses 2, 5, 6, 8, and 9, and by including all the second-order terms for eclipse 11. It is important to note that the intrinsic error in the light curve, which formally enters into the calculation of χ 2 , is unknown, and our χ 2 values are based solely on the spread in the residuals from the fits. However, the large number of data points available ensures we can obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of the noise in each data set, with a correspondingly small uncertainty in our calculation of the BIC. We obtain consistent results for the eclipse depths and times using any decorrelation polynomial of at least first order.
The second approach we use to remove the intrapixel sensitivity effect is to create a map of the pixel response. Our method is similar to the one described in Ballard et al. (2010) . We approximate the star in an image j as a point source at the location on the array given by the measured centroid position (x j , y j ) and model the sensitivity of that location by comparing other images with measured centroid positions near (x j , y j ). The effective pixel sensitivity at a given position is calculated using
where F meas,j is the flux measured in the jth image, F 0,j is the intrinsic flux, x j and y j are the measured x and y positions of the star centroid, and σ x,j and σ y,j are the standard deviations of the x and y over the full range in i, reflecting the relative spread in position spanned by the points included in the sum. In essence, we are implementing an adaptive smoothing technique where the spatial resolution is smaller in more denselysampled regions. The index i in Eq. (4) sums over the nearest m = 50 neighbors with distance defined as
We chose this number of neighbors to be large enough to adequately map the pixel response and also low enough to remain relatively computationally efficient .
The advantage of using the pixel-mapping approach is that it uses the measured fluxes themselves to account for the intrapixel sensitivity effect and does not require additional parameters to be fitted, as is the case with the polynomial approximation. This is especially helpful in our global fit to all twelve secondary eclipses and two transits, for which the use of decorrelation functions incurs a prohibitively large computational overhead. Comparing the fitted eclipse parameters for individual eclipses obtained using both approaches, we see that the values and relative uncertainties are consistent. We therefore use the pixel-mapping technique in the final version of our analysis.
Parameter fits
We fit the data for each of the twelve secondary eclipses and two transits, with intrapixel sensitivity correction calculated via pixel-mapping (Section 3.3), to our eclipse/transit model (Section 3.2) using a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares algorithm. The bestfit eclipse/transit parameters for the individual data sets are listed in Table 2 ; the center of eclipse/transit phase values were calculated using an updated orbital ephemeris derived from fitting all available transit times (Section 4.1). We adjust the center of eclipse phases to correct for the 42.1 s delay (relative to the mid-transit time) due to the light travel time across the system (Loeb 2005) . The individual secondary eclipse and transit light curves with intrapixel sensitivity effects removed are shown in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively, along with the corresponding residuals from the best-fit light curves. The standard deviations of the best-fit residuals for individual secondary eclipse and transit observations are higher than the predicted photon noise limit by a factor of 1.11 to 1.15.
We use two different methods to estimate the uncertainties in our best-fit parameters. First, we estimate the contribution of time-correlated noise to the uncertainty with the so-called "prayer-bead" (PB) method (Gillon et al. 2009 to the best-fit solution and recomputing the parameters using the least-squares algorithm. For each of the three parameters, we create a histogram of all 1000 computed values and obtain the uncertainties from the 68% confidence limits. The choice of segment length here is set to be floor(n/1000), where n is the number of data points (after outliers have been removed); we obtain consistent uncertainties when using different segment lengths. Second, we use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routine with 10 5 steps to fit the parameters, setting the initial state to be the best-fit solution from the least-squares analysis and the uncertainty on individual points to be the standard deviation of the best-fit residuals. We discard an initial burn-in on each chain of length equal to 10% of the chain length, which we found ensured the removal of any initial transient behavior in a chain, regardless of the choice of initial state. The distribution of values for all parameters are roughly Gaussian and do not display any correlations with one another. As in the PB method, we set the uncertainties in the eclipse/transit parameters to be the 68% confidence limits. For both uncertainty calculation methods, the median of the resulting parameter value distribution lies within ∼0.1σ of the best-fit value.
For each parameter, we choose the larger of the two errors and report it in Table 2 . The MCMC method generally yields larger uncertainties for the parameters of individual eclipses than the PB method; the calculated MCMC errors in phase constant c are larger for 9 out of 12 eclipses, while the MCMC errors in center of eclipse time t 0 and eclipse depth d are larger for 8 out of 12 eclipses. The MCMC method yields larger uncertainties for the transit parameters in all cases except for the phase constant of transit 1. Overall, the size of the PB errors for individual eclipse parameters range between 0.80 and 1.15 times that of the corresponding MCMC errors. In the case where the light curves have a significant component of red (i.e., time-correlated) noise, we would expect the PB uncertainties to be systematically larger than the corresponding MCMC errors (Carter and Winn 2009). However, the characteristic time scale of variations in the residuals of individual eclipse/transit observations is typically on the order of an hour. As a result, cyclic permutation of residuals from an individual eclipse/transit observation, which has a length of around four hours, may not sufficiently sample the timecorrelated noise signal, leading to random variations in the size of the PB errors of up to 20% relative to the MCMC values.
The global best-fit parameters are determined by fit- ting all twelve secondary eclipses and two transits simultaneously. For each individual secondary eclipse data set, we convert the time series into a phase series and then define a global center of eclipse phase φ * 0 . In the cumulative fit, the planet-to-star radius ratio R p /R * * is set as an additional global fit parameter that determines the depth of transit as well as the duration of ingress and egress. We also fit for global values of orbital inclination i * and scaled orbital semi-major axis a/R * * . The computed global eclipse parameter values are listed in Table 3 . The PB errors are up to 50% larger than the MCMC errors with 200,000 steps for all the parameters except for the planet-to-star radius ratio and inclination, for which the PB errors are 30% and 5% smaller, respectively. As with the individual best-fit eclipse parameters, the larger of the two errors is reported for each parameter. The combined light curve with intrapixel sensitivity effects removed is shown in Figure 3 . We estimate the red noise by calculating the standard deviation of the residuals from the best-fit solution for various bin sizes, which is shown in Figure 4 along with the inverse square-root dependence of white noise on bin size for comparison. We find that on timescales relevant for the eclipses (e.g., the length of ingress/egress -21.8 minutes), the red noise contributes a relative scatter of roughly 0.01%.
4. DISCUSSION Fitting all twelve secondary eclipse and two transit observations simultaneously reduces the relative scatter in the binned residuals of the cumulative light curve (Figure 3) to below the 0.05% level, which enables us to better discern any deviations from a spatially-uniform dayside brightness distribution at the time of secondary eclipse. At the same time, the large number of visits allows us to assess the orbit-to-orbit variability of the planet's atmosphere and to calculate improved estimates of the orbital parameters and ephemeris. We discuss each of these aspects separately below. 
Orbital parameters and ephemeris
In our global fit, we allowed the orbital inclination i and scaled semi-major axis a/R * to vary as free parameters. These two quantities are important for secondary eclipse mapping because they are the primary determinants of the eclipse/transit duration as well as the length of ingress and egress, and small variations in their values can produce residuals during ingress and egress that mimic the expected signals from a planet with a dayside brightness distribution that is not spatially uniform. Conversely, setting the inclination and scaled semi-major axis as free parameters may cause our optimization routine to partially "fit away" any deviation in the light curve due to a genuine spatially-uniform dayside brightness.
We examine the effect of allowing inclination and scaled semi-major axis values to vary freely by utilizing a MCMC routine with 200,000 steps to calculate the best-fit values and 1σ uncertainties of the global eclipse parameters as well as i and a/R * , for cases where we fit (a) the twelve secondary eclipses alone and (b) all the secondary eclipses and transits together, as was done in the global fit in Section 3.4. For the first case, we obtain i = 86.47 +1.67 −1.23 degrees and a/R * = 8.10 +0.59 −0.54 ; for the second case, we obtain i = 84.12 ± 0.16 degrees and a/R * = 7.057 ± 0.090. We see that these values are consistent at the 1.7σ level; the marginalized posterior probability distribution for inclination and scaled semimajor axis are shown in Figure 5 with the 1σ and 2σ contours marked.
It is evident that the inclusion of the transits in the cumulative fit places a much stronger constraint on the inclination and scaled semi-major axis, which underlines the advantage of including the two transits in our cumulative fit in Section 3.4. Meanwhile, the consistency between the distributions of inclination and scaled semimajor axis for the cases with and without the transits demonstrates that the twelve eclipses alone do appreciably constrain the value of these two parameters. Indeed, the values of the global eclipse depth and center of eclipse phase computed from the MCMC fits with and without transits included are consistent to well within 1σ.
We calculate an updated ephemeris for the XO-3 system using the transit times listed in Table 2 , combined with all previously published values Hébrard et al. 2008; Winn et al. 2008 Hirano et al. 2011) . We define the zeroth epoch as that of the first Spitzer transit observation (transit 1 in this paper) and carry out a linear fit to all of the measured transit times. Our new observations extend the previous baseline by almost a factor of two, and as a result we derive a new, more precise estimate of the planet's orbital period and zeroth epoch midtransit time:
. (5) The observed minus calculated transit times using these updated ephemeris values are plotted in Figure 6 We obtain a second, independent estimate of the orbital period by fitting the secondary eclipse times calculated in Machalek et al. (2010) as well as this paper and arrive at a best-fit value of P = 3.1915257 ± 0.0000041 days. This period differs from the best-fit transit period by 2.1σ. The observed minus calculated secondary eclipse times are plotted in Figure 7 , where the zeroth epoch is defined here as the seventh eclipse analyzed in this work.
We can derive limits on the periastron precession rate from the two different estimates of the orbital period. We use the formalism in Pál et al. (2010) to convert the -Observed minus calculated secondary eclipse times for all published observations, with the twelve eclipse times computed in this paper denoted by blue diamonds and the eclipse times reported in Machalek et al. (2010) denoted by red circles. The orbital ephemeris here is calculated using only the secondary eclipse times. The horizontal axis has been condensed for clarity. updated estimates for orbital eccentricity and pericenter longitude into a zeroth epoch center of eclipse time. Next, we introduce a dω/dt term and calculate the predicted center of eclipse times at each of the other epochs of eclipse observations, which we then fit with a line to obtain a new value of the eclipse period. We limit the value of dω/dt so that the resulting estimates of the eclipse period do not differ from the transit period calculated above by more than 3σ and obtain the following constraint on the periastron precession rate:
For comparison, the expected periastron precession rate from general relativity and tides for the XO-3 system are 9.7 × 10 −5 and 4.2 × 10 −5 deg./day, respectively (Jordán and Bakos 2008) .
The most stringent limit we can place on the periastron precession rate is still roughly a factor of ten larger than the largest expected precession rate from theory. In order to reduce the derived limits to values comparable with the theoretical periastron precession rates, we would need to reduce the uncertainty in the eclipse period by roughly a factor of ten, which can be achieved by obtaining more secondary eclipse measurements of XO-3b over a sufficiently long time baseline. To assess this possibility, we envisioned a future campaign of eleven secondary eclipse observations with Spitzer, spaced apart in a manner identical to that of the eleven most recent observations analyzed in this work (PID: 90032). Assuming that the timing of the future secondary eclipse observations match the predictions of our previously-calculated eclipse ephemeris and have uncertainties comparable with those in our data, we shifted the simulated future observations forward in time and calculated the new predicted uncertainty in orbital period. From this, we showed that a total baseline of about 15 years (versus the current baseline of roughly three years) is needed to detect the presence of periastron precession due to general relativity or tides. 
The measured center of eclipse times and updated transit ephemeris can be combined with the radial velocity measurements analyzed in to arrive at an updated estimate of the orbital eccentricity and pericenter longitude. Using the methodology of that paper, we obtain e = 0.2769 +0.0017 −0.0016 and ω = 347.2 +1.7 −1.6 degrees. These values are consistent with the eccentricity and pericenter longitude estimates reported in (e = 0.2833 ± 0.0034 and ω = 346.8 +1.6 −1.5 degrees). The updated values reduce the uncertainty in the eccentricity value by about a factor of two. The full results of our radial velocity fits are shown in Table 4 and Figure 8 . In addition to a new estimate of the or-bital period (P b ) and center of transit time (T c ,b ) , we obtain values for the semi-amplitude of the planet's radial velocity (K b ), the relative radial velocity zero points for data collected by each of the different spectrographs from which radial velocity measurements of the system have been obtained (γ 1−5 ), the slope (γ) of the best-fit radial velocity acceleration, as well as the radial velocity jitter. A complete description of the methodology used in our radial velocity fits can be found in .
Atmospheric circulation
Examining the combined light curve and associated residual series in Figure 3 , we do not discern any anomalous signal in the residuals during ingress and egress above the level of the noise (∼0.05%). Therefore, we place an upper limit of 0.05% on the relative magnitude of any deviation from a spatially-uniform surface brightness. We generate model secondary eclipse light curves using a one-dimensional semi-analytic model developed in Cowan and Agol (2011) and compare the observed upper limit on dayside brightness variations with the model-predicted signals in the residuals during ingress and egress.
The atmospheric model takes as inputs the radiative timescale τ R and the rotational frequency of the planet's atmosphere ω rot in units of the periastron orbital angular frequency. We generate simulated light curves for models with (a) τ R = 0 (radiative equilibrium; wind velocities are not important in this case and ω rot is set to 0), (b) τ R = 0.1 days and ω rot = 2.00, which entails super-rotating winds and a hotspot that is offset from the substellar point, and (c) τ R = 100 days and ω rot = 2.00, which entails a zonally-uniform brightness. Figure 9 shows the predicted residuals during ingress and egress from the simulated light curves. In order to determine the expected residuals during ingress and egress when fitting the simulated light curves with our uniform disk brightness eclipse model, we consider the case where we fix the center of eclipse time to the model value as well as the case where we let the center of eclipse time vary as a free parameter. In both cases, we allow the eclipse depth to vary and use a third-order polynomial to model the out-of-eclipse flux. The resulting residuals are shown in Figure 10 .
The magnitude of the residual signal during ingress and egress is reduced in both cases. In the case where the eclipse time is fixed, the least-squares algorithm adjusts the eclipse depth to partially compensate for the relatively large deviations from spatially-uniform brightness, resulting in a slight reduction in the magnitude of the expected residuals and non-zero residuals during eclipse. In the case where the eclipse time is allowed to vary, there is an additional reduction that most strongly affects the residuals from the model with large anti-symmetric residual signals during ingress and egress (i.e., τ R = 0.1 days and ω rot = 2.00). As discussed in de Wit et al. (2012) , anti-symmetric residuals during ingress and egress can be "fit away" by adjusting the center of eclipse phase. In our cumulative fit of the twelve secondary eclipses, we have imprecise knowledge of the orbital parameters and must allow the eclipse phase to vary as a free parameter. As a result, the maximum expected relative magnitude of the residual signal during ingress and egress is ∼8 × 10 −5 , much less than the noise level. Therefore, we cannot place meaningful constraints on the radiative timescale and wind speeds of XO-3b from these data. When fitting the secondary eclipse to the model light curve, we included the phase constant c as a free parameter to describe variation in the observed out-of-eclipse flux due to the shape of the planet's phase curve in the region of the secondary eclipse. The global best-fit value, c * = 6.0
, is distinct from a flat phase curve slope at the 4σ level. It is generally difficult to estimate the slope of the phase curve from individual secondary eclipse observations, as this slope is degenerate with the change in flux due to the long-term position drift of the telescope. This is evident from the large scatter in phase constant values around the global best-fit value (see Figure 11) . However, by using all twelve secondary eclipse observations in the combined fit, we are able to break this degeneracy and obtain a unique estimate of the phase curve slope in the region of the secondary eclipse.
The observed increase in the planet's brightness is likely due to an increase in the atmospheric temperature due to increasing stellar irradiation experienced by the planet during secondary eclipse. Another possible contributing factor may be changes in the apparent atmospheric brightness due to planetary rotation, which may be caused by an offset hotspot situated to the west of the substellar point during secondary eclipse. Such an offset hotspot can be generated by either westward winds or the presence of clouds east of the substellar point. Recent atmospheric circulation models do not readily produce westward winds that would lead to a westward offset of the hotspot at infrared wavelengths (Kataria et al. 2013) . While non-uniform clouds have been inferred from visible observations of Kepler-7b (Demory et al. 2013) , the significantly higher temperature and surface gravity of XO-3b place the equilibrium cloud decks at pressure levels greater than those probed by the 4.5-micron bandpass. Yet another possibility is non-uniform atmospheric chemical composition across the planet. In particular, variations in the abundance of CO 2 in the atmosphere of hot Jupiters has been shown to induce changes in the 4.5-micron flux from one side to the other, though the effect on the variation of emergent flux with phase is largely dampened by longitudinal homogenization of chemical abundances through circulation (Agúndez et al. 2014) . Therefore, while all of these mechanisms may contribute to the brightening of XO-3b at the time of secondary eclipse, it is expected that the overall warming of the planet due to decreasing planet-star distance is the dominant factor. A full-orbit phase curve analysis of XO-3b is contained in a parallel study (Cowan et al. 2014, in prep.) .
We can use the detection of brightening during eclipse as an independent constraint on the atmospheric properties. In particular, long radiative timescales tend to keep the planet from warming up as it approaches periastron. The increasing flux at superior conjunction, which occurs shortly before periastron, therefore indicates a relatively short radiative timescale. We generate simulated phase curves using the model in Cowan and Agol (2011) Cowan and Agol (2011) . The case of radiative equilibrium corresponds to τ R = 0 and ωrot = 0, the case of offset hotspot corresponds to τ R = 0.1 days and ωrot = 2.00, and the case of zonallyuniform brightness corresponds to τ R = 100 days and ωrot = 2.00.
a phase curve analysis of another eccentric hot Jupiter, HAT-P-2b, which constrain the radiative timescale to τ R < 10 hours ).
Orbit-to-orbit variability
We next consider whether or not the planet displays any evidence for orbit-to-orbit variability in its dayside brightness. Recent work by has suggested that measurable variations in the eclipse depth of a planet might result from orbit-to-orbit variations in the abundance of condensable species such as TiO or silicates. In Figure 11 , the best-fit eclipse parameters and uncertainties for the twelve individual eclipses are compared with the global best-fit eclipse parameters and uncertainties. The individual eclipse parameter values are largely consistent with the global values, and there is no apparent time-correlated variation in their values across the twelve eclipses. We find an average deviation in the individual eclipse depths for XO-3b at 4.5 µm on the order of 5%, which is roughly consistent with the measurement uncertainty. In Machalek et al. (2010) , the eclipse depth at 4.5 µm was calculated to be 0.143% ± 0.006%, which is consistent with our global eclipse depth at the 2.1σ level. The agreement of individual eclipse depths measured at many different epochs suggests that any variability in the eclipse depth that is due to variability in XO-3b's global circulation patterns is likely small (< 5%). Recent three-dimensional (3D) atmospheric circulation models that only consider radiative, dynamical, and equilibrium chemical processes find fairly low levels (< 1%) of orbit-to-orbit variability in the atmospheres of circular (Showman et al. 2009 ) and eccentric (Lewis et al. 2010; Kataria et al. 2013 ) exoplanets alike. There Cowan and Agol (2011) with various input values of radiative timescale τ R and atmospheric rotation speed ωrot to our spatially-uniform disk brightness eclipse model, where the center of eclipse is fixed to the model value. Bottom: Same as above, but with the center of eclipse time as a free parameter.
are only two planets with comparable observational limits on their orbit-to-orbit variability: HD 189733b, a hot Jupiter on a circular orbit, and GJ 436b, which is a warm Neptune with a relatively modest orbital eccentricity (e ∼ 0.15; . While the effects of condensation and/or turbulent mixing in the atmosphere of XO-3b may lead to some orbit-to-orbit variation in the eclipse depths, the relatively low level of variability evident in our data suggest that these processes do not appear to significantly alter the atmosphere's thermal structure on orbit-to-orbit (and longer) timescales at the pressure levels probed by the 4.5 µm bandpass.
These same data can also be used to evaluate the reliability of the reported uncertainties in secondary eclipse depths measured by the Spitzer Space Telescope. Hansen et al. (2014) argue that errors in the eclipse parameters calculated from Spitzer data may be significantly underestimated, a statement which has major implications for the ability to use secondary eclipse photometry to deduce characteristics of exoplanet atmospheres. In particular, Hansen et al. (2014) argue that individual secondary eclipse measurements do not fully account for detector systematics, which may lead to poor reproducibility of individual eclipse depth measurements and result in apparently inconsistent values for the eclipse depth from one study to the next. The 2.1σ discrepancy between our global best-fit eclipse depth and the depth measured from the single 4.5 µm observation in Machalek et al. (2010) is consistent with this purported tendency to underestimate the uncertainties of single-eclipse depths. However, the notable self-consistency of the individual depth measurements for the twelve secondary eclipses analyzed in our work (Figure 11 ) indicates that our technique of extracting photometry from the observations does adequately account for instrumental effects. Therefore, we expect that the reported uncertainties in the parameter values from both individual eclipse fits and the combined fit are an accurate representation of the measurement uncertainties. This is the first time that such an extensive data set has been collected in the short-wavelength (3.6 and 4.5 micron) Spitzer channels, which are characterized by larger systematic effects due to the intrapixel sensitivity variations than the longer wavelength 5.8 and 8.0 micron channels. Previous multiple-visit studies of HD 189733b and GJ 436b were both at 8.0 microns and were thus not sufficient to definitively assess the validity of the arguments in Hansen et al. (2014) .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed twelve secondary eclipse observations of the hot Jupiter XO-3b in the 4.5 µm Spitzer band. After correcting for the intrapixel sensitivity effect, we fit each photometric time series with a uniform disk model light curve and measured the best-fit eclipse depths and center of eclipse times. We included two transits observed in the same band and fit all of the data simultaneously to obtain a global best-fit secondary eclipse depth of 0.1580 +0.0033 −0.0039 % and a center of eclipse phase of 0.67004 +0.00015 −0.00010 , as well as updated values for orbital inclination (i = 84.11 ± 0.16 degrees), planetto-star radius ratio (R p /R * = 0.08825 ± 0.00037), and scaled orbital semi-major axis (a/R * = 7.052 +0.076 −0.097 ). We combined the two transits analyzed in this work with all previously-published values and derived a more precise estimate of XO-3b's orbital period (P = 3.19153285 ± 0.00000058 days) . By comparing the transit period with one derived from the secondary eclipse times, we were able to constrain the orbital periastron precession of the planet to between −8.5×10
−4 and 2.9×10 −3 degrees per day. In addition, we incorporated the measured center of eclipse times and updated transit ephemeris in a radial velocity analysis to arrive at updated orbital eccentricity and pericenter longitude values of e = 0.2769 +0.0017 −0.0016 and ω = 347.2 +1.7 −1.6 degrees, respectively. The best-fit eclipse depths and center of eclipse times for individual secondary eclipse observations were found to be consistent with the corresponding global values. The lack of any discernible time-correlated variation in the eclipse depth values is indicative of a low level (< 5%) of orbit-to-orbit variability in the planet's atmospheric brightness and is consistent with recent threedimensional atmospheric circulation models (Showman et al. 2009; Lewis et al. 2010) . Furthermore, the selfconsistency of the individual best-fit eclipse parameter values derived from data collected over a span of more than three years demonstrates the reliability of multipleepoch Spitzer data and our ability to adequately account for instrumental effects.
Our cumulative fit reduced the relative scatter in the binned residuals from the best-fit solution to less than 0.05%, and we did not observe any signals in the residual series during ingress and egress above the noise level. We therefore conclude that any deviations from a spatiallyuniform surface brightness on the planet's dayside must have a relative magnitude of less than 0.05%. While the maximum expected residual signals during ingress and egress from plausible atmospheric models are smaller than the noise level achieved in our observations, our 4σ detection of brightening at the time of eclipse enabled us to constrain the atmospheric radiative time scale of XO3b to τ R 1 day. More stringent constraints on XO-3b's orbital eccentricity from radial velocity fits could eventually yield predictions for the center of eclipse times that are precise enough to circumvent the problem encountered in our analysis, where the magnitude of the expected residual signal during ingress and egress was reduced by about an order of magnitude when we allowed the secondary eclipse time to vary in the fits. Meanwhile, an analysis of the available full-orbit phase curve of XO3b could be combined with the results presented here to construct a more detailed picture of the planet's atmospheric properties. Lastly, a similarly-sized set of 4.5 µm Spitzer secondary eclipse observations exists for another eccentric hot Jupiter, HAT-P-2b, which will provide a second, independent look at the issues of atmospheric circulation and variability in the eccentric orbit regime.
